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1. Background and Purpose 
Fusion Energy Conference is known as the most 
important conference in the field of nuclear fusion research. 
The name of the nuclear fusion would be known by the 
speech of Chairperson Homi J. Bhabha in the First United 
Nations Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy 
in 1955. In the Second United Nations Conference in 1958, 
the session of nuclear fusion was established, and 
researchers from many countries announced their result of 
the nuclear fusion research. Consequently, the International 
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) established in 1957 would 
hold Conference on Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear 
Fusion Research. This conference was renamed Fusion 
Energy Conference in 1996.  
After the Second United Nations Conference, the 
research of the nuclear fusion in the world has reached the 
50th year in 2008. Therefore, we started the cooperative 
research on archival studies on the history of Fusion Energy 
Conference. In this fiscal year, we investigated historical 
documents for Fusion Energy Conference and studied a 
history of Fusion Energy Conference and a history of 
international exchange of nuclear fusion research in Japan.  
 
2. Content and result of this research 
2-1 Investigation of historical documents for Fusion Energy 
Conference and international exchange of nuclear fusion 
research in Japan 
We investigated historical documents for Fusion 
Energy Conference and international exchange in Japan. 
These documents are kept in the followings: i) NIFS Fusion 
Science Archives, ii) NIFS Research Information Office, iii) 
NIFS Library, iv) Institute of Physical and Chemical 
Research (RIKEN) Library, v) Sakata Memorial Archival 
Library (SMAL), Department of Physics, School of Science, 
Nagoya University and vi) the National Diet Library. 
2-2 Historical Studies of Fusion Energy Conference 
Based on these documents, we studied about “History 
on nuclear fusion research of Institute of Physical and 
Chemical Research (RIKEN) at the twilight period”, 
“Resurvey of a historical fact of Plasma Physics and Nuclear 
Fusion Research -On the then Opinions on Bhabha’s remark 
about the Possibility of Controlled Nuclear Fusion Reactor 
at the first United Nation Conference of Peaceful Uses of 
Atomic Energy-”, “On the effect of the group of particles 
(Soryushiron-Group) on nuclear fusion research plan in 
Japan”, “Tihiro Ohkawa’s history of nuclear fusion research 
from 1965 to 1970” and “Studies on history of Fusion 
Energy Conference -On the comments of Japanese attendee 
about Third International Conference on Plasma Physics and 
Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research and its effect on nuclear 
fusion research in Japan-” etc. The results of our research 
were presented at the meeting of the Physical Society of 
Japan, at the annual meeting of Japanese Society for the 
History of Science and Technology and at the annual 
conference of College of Science and Technology, Nihon 
University. 
2-3 Compilation of a chronological table on international 
exchange of plasma physics and nuclear fusion research in 
Japan 
We revised a chronological table on international 
exchange of plasma physics and nuclear fusion research in 
Japan (see Table.1). To be concrete, we added historical 
facts about international exchange of 1970’s to it. This 
chronological table is kept in NIFS Fusion Science Archives 
and Group of History of Science, Department of physics, 
CST Nihon University.  
Table.1 The second edition of chronological table on 
international exchange of plasma physics and nuclear 
fusion research in Japan (example 1971) 
3. Summary and future planning 
We investigated historical documents for Fusion 
Energy Conference efficiently by this collaborative research. 
Furthermore, we were able to know historical facts on 
Fusion Energy Conference and international exchange of 
nuclear fusion in Japan by interviews and historical 
documents. Based on this research, we are planning to 
expand our research. At first, we would like to study a 
history of international exchange and international 
conference on plasma physics and nuclear fusion research in 
detail. 
This work was conducted under NIFS Collaborative 
Research Program (NIFS08KVXJ011). 
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